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Office space
& venue hire

RIBA North | 21 Mann Island | Liverpool Waterfront | Liverpool L3 1BP

RIBA North offices
RIBA, the global voice for architecture, has a limited number
of desk spaces available in the new RIBA North national
architecture centre on Liverpool’s waterfront. Fully serviced offices
that have it all – a unique networking environment and access to
superb facilities including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Boardroom and break out meeting rooms
Event and conference spaces
IT ready office spaces
Panoramic views
Under ground parking
Kitchen and shower facilities
Discounted use of Digital City Model

This is a rare opportunity to relocate your office/studio into
a high level networking environment and we would be delighted
to show you around.
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RIBA North is situated
in a prime location at the heart
of the commercial district
within a stone’s throw from
Liverpool One.

Consequently, the centre
benefits from excellent
public transport connectivity
and a full range of amenities.
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RIBA North venue hire
RIBA North, the Royal Institute of British Architect’s new national
architecture centre on the historic Liverpool Waterfront, is a
contemporary and striking environment designed by architect
Matt Brook, to inspire creativity and to encourage the exchange of
knowledge. The centre offers a number of flexible spaces which take
inspiration from the minimal Bauhaus aesthetic. Each space, over
two floors in the RIBA award winning building, can be shaped to
accommodate a variety of events from exhibitions, product launches,
meetings, training, drinks receptions, conferences and dinners.
Capacity ranges from six to 300 people depending upon your
requirements. Conference facilities suitable for up to 70 delegates,
theatre style.
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Catering can be tailored to your needs and our dedicated team will help
you plan every step for the whole event.
Use of the City Gallery and Digital Media table can be combined with
venue hire, providing a professional and exclusive environment to host
clients and investors.
Venue Hire Summary:
• Spectacular location
•	Contemporary interior and
facilities inspired by Bauhaus
minimal aesthetic
• Flexible creative spaces
•	RIBA branded pens and note
books upon request
•	Catering for meetings and
conferences provided by
in‑house services
• Licenced café and shop

•	Air conditioning, temperature
and humidity controls
• Free Guest Wifi
• Video conferencing facilities
• Technical support
• Curatorial/Exhibition service
• RIBA Liverpool City Tours
• Exhibition guides and talks
• Capacity 6 – 300 people
•	Use of City Gallery and Digital
Media table.
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Digital City Model
At the heart of RIBA North is the City Gallery and Digital City Model.
The Digital City Model is an extraordinary professional tool, which can
be hired by the construction industry, developers, architects, planners
and local authority departments to host client and investor meetings
and public consultations, anticipate the impact of future development
and encourage the best design approaches.
Over time the Digital City Model could be expanded to include any
city in the world but for now it is the ideal place to host client and
investor meetings for new schemes in Liverpool and the Wirral as
well as showcasing existing projects in the city. Integrating information
including, 3D models, CGI animations, elevations and plans for
proposed schemes can be utilised to replace existing data, and new
schemes can be discussed and promoted within the context of the
rest of the city.
Architects and developers can contact RIBA to find out more about
how they can utilise the City Gallery and gain access 3D data within
the area covered by the model.

The Digital City model is funded by: Liverpool City Council, Wirral Borough Council and
Peel Wirral Waters.
Partners include: Digitalurban.place, 401, Hobs and Arup.
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RIBA North is a new

For information on hiring RIBA North or if you are interested
in taking desk space, contact rachel.carr@riba.org
For more information about the Digital City Model contact
suzy.jones@riba.org
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Liverpool Waterfront, Liverpool L3 1BP
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Accessibility:
• RIBA North is accessible to wheelchairs
•	There is step free access to the main entrance and step free access
to the first floor via a lift located at the rear of ground floor café
• Guide dogs are welcome
•	Please contact us if you have any questions about access,
or if you have any special requirements, before your visit.

Museum of Liverpool

Facilities available:
• Complimentary wifi
+44throughout
(0)151 649 9669
•	Café – feel at ‘HOME’ at RIBA North – relax, meet friends
darkhorsedesign.co.uk
and hold informal meetings
•	Shop – architecture inspired gifts for children and adults
• Digital City Model
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Three Graces

national architecture centre
Darkhorse
Design
on the Liverpool
Waterfront.

